contact than the guaguanc6. "Agua
Limpia" (Clear Water) is an excellent
sampling of the form. Here, as is tra
ditional, a soloist (Carlos Embale)
opens the song with the peculiar vocal
riffing known as the diana, tricked out
in parched intonation that clearly
smacks of Andalusia. As a matter of
fact, the very style of the riffing
Lalelelololelelolola is a fair example
-is very much in sympathy with the
"verses" with which the singers of
decimas in the south of Spain, but
especially in Murcia and Alicante,
adorn the beginning of their songs.
After the vocal riffing, Embale, sec
onded by a singer who calls himself
"Finco," launches a rather enigmatic
song of allusion : "You found out that I
was different. Water, water, water
washes all. Water also washes the
tongue of the people, water also washes
the tongue of the people." In other
words. treat me wrong and I'll leave
you and forget you. The barb to the
beauty of guaguanc6 verses stems from
the fact that they are never abstract or
disembodied but refer, like the blues,
to intimate inconveniences. Two lyric
stream s feed the guaguanc6-West Afri
can songs of allusion and Spanish pro
vincial verses of satire and gossip. Their
uses as the most naked kind of social
pressure, as moral agency, is clear
either you behave or your misde
meanors will be versified. Arsenio
RodrIguez, a blind Cuban tres guitar
player who lives in Spanish Harlem,
told me that in the Twenties a remark
able singer of guaguanc6, Sanguili,
once observed a youth shoplift a store
and "immediately composed a verse in
which the youngster's name, descrip
tion, and last known address were
specified."
"Ochlln Mene" is a Columbia, a
mmba which unlike the Havana-bred
guaguanc6 is mral in origin. Like the
guaguanc6, however, it is a vocal form
set over a percussion choir of two conga
dmms, treble and bass, and sticks.
"Ochun Mene," which tells of the
grandeur of the dancing of the Yomba
deities of thunder and sweet water, is
like a page out of Janheinz Jahn's
"Muntu." I found the quality of Merci
dita Valdes's voice here absolutely celes
tial; she sounds genuinely excited and
the special energies of her chanting
illumine the entire composition.
The best thing of all about this LP
is the liner notes ; in contrast to the
normal puffing and cutenesses of "Latin"
liner writing, these are entirely respon
sible and informative. They were writ
ten by Pr('fessor William Bascom of the
Universit) of California at Berkeley,
who is an authority both on Afro-Cuban
culture and its mother culture of Yom
baland in West Africa .
SR/December 16, 1961

Bruckner East and West
HE American battle for Bmckner
began on December 5, 1885,
when Walter Damrosch intro
duced the Third Symphony to a
startled New York audience. A few
months thereafter Anton Seidl, who
soon was to join forces with Theodore
Thomas in promoting the Bmckner
cause, informed the composer that he
might be able to find an American pub
lisher for the much tampered-with
Fourth Symphony. Delighted with this
unexpected prospect, Bmckner careful
ly went over the score once again be
fore sending it off to Seidl, who never
returned it, even though nothing came
of the contemplated publication. Now
in the library of Columbia University,
it was apparently unknown to Robert
Haas, the editor of the so-called orig
inal version . But, convinced that its cuts
represented Bm('l~ner's final indepen
dent views on the matter, Leopold
Nowak made it the cornerstone of his
authoritative postwar edition.
This "American version" has now
fin ally been recorded, most fittingly by
the same American combination that
created such a stir in Bmckner circles
with the Ninth of a year ago, Bmno
Walter and the Columbia (West Coast )
Symphony Orchestra, (Columbia M2L
273, $9.96, M2S-622, $11.98).
Instead of the vague Teutonic mys
tique that incapacitates so many
Wagnerian interpretations, Walter (at
eighty-five more fervent than ever )
brings to the Fourth a tmly commensu
rate outlook on human existence, an
outlook that sees no conBict between
'\3mckner's gentle faith and his cosmic
visions his utter humility and his ro
mantic passion. Moreover, since he
views the Austrian composer as part of
a solid tradition which linked Mozart
and Schubert, as well as Johann
Strauss, to Mahler, even Schoenberg
and Webern, he uncovers a' rhythmic
vigor and a sense of structural unity
where others plod from chord to chord,
seeking refuge in mere expansiveness.
Interestingly enough, his' tempi are al
most identical with van Otterloo's
standard rendition of the Haas edition.
But where the Dutch conductor is
merely serious, WaIter is also tender;
where the former is but religious, the
latter's spirituality transcends the con
fines of human institutions altogether.
Under the spell of Walter's irresistible
powers of communication the orchestra
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exceeds itself. Few of its engrossing
qualities have escaped the loving care
of Columbia's stereo engineers.
For a decade or so prior to the time
when Bruno Walter and George Szell
took up permanent residence here, very
little Bruckner was played in this coun
try. Meanwhile, in Soviet Russia the
more progressive musicians of Lenin
grad, prodded by the noted critic
Sollertinsky, delved into the music of
the entire modern Viennese school with
Singular zeal and
determination.
Though Moscow's musical bureaucrats
tried hard to suppress it, the northern
"Mahleria" epidemic made a lasting
impression, at least on Eugene Mravin
sky and his matchless Leningrad
Philharmonic. Their recently released
Artia recording of the Bmckner Eighth
(MK 210B, $11.98) eschews the Wag
nerian conception no less than Walter's
Fourth. In order to give the far-Bung
melodic lines of this monumental work
purpose and direction, Mravinsky
presses forward in constant animated
motion. Indeed, the beautifully played
Adagio takes some eight minutes less
than in Eugen Jochum's static rendition,
for, like the late van Beinum, the Rus
sian conductor understands the term
adagiO generically rather than as a more
or less precise tempo indication. The
incredible Leningraders use four sides
( to van Beinum's three and Jochum'S
five) for a veritable feast of shining
sonorities, only slightly impeded by the
somewhat artificial liveness of the mon
aural recording.
A LWAYS self-effacing, Bruckner used
to credit his first hearing of "Tann
hauseI''' with the awakening of what he
considered to be his own modest talent
as a composer. The "Tannhauser" Over
ture and Bacchanale, stunningly per
form ed and recorded, occupies the
fourth side of the Walter set. In juxta
position with Bruckner's universal mes
sage, Wagner's brazen glitter and
unabashed sensuality is beginning to
sound curiously dated. Yet, it was
Bruckner whom Brahms called "a
fraud who will be dead and forgot
ten in one or two years." Clearly today,
several wars and revolutions later, both
East and West, however divided they
may find themselves otherwise, seem
agreed that he is very much alive. But
such are the vicissitudes of histo,.v.
-ALF.xA'IiIDER RING~R.
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